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The Book of Mirdad
At the end of the Second World War, the Soviet Union unexpectedly found itself in control of a
huge swathe of territory in Eastern Europe. Stalin and his secret police set out to convert a
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dozen radically different countries to a completely new political and moral systemCommunism. Anne Applebaum's landmark history of this brutal time shows how societies were
ruthlessly eviscerated by Communist regimes, how opposition was destroyed and what life was
like for ordinary people who had to choose whether to fight, to flee or to collaborate. Iron
Curtainis an exceptional work of historical and moral reckoning, and a haunting reminder of
how fragile freedom can be. Chosen 16 times as a 'Book of the Year' - The top Non-Fiction
pick of 2012'The best work of modern history I have ever read.' A. N. Wilson, Financial
Times'The outstanding book of the year . . . a masterpiece.' Oliver Kamm, The Times, Books of
the Year 'Exceptionally important, wise, perceptive, remarkably objective.' Antony Beevor
'Explains in a manner worthy of Arthur Koestler what totalitarianism really means . . . it is a
window into a world of lies and evil that we can hardly imagine.' Edward Lucas, Standpoint 'At
last the story can be told . . . a magisterial history.' Orlando Figes, Mail on Sunday

The Book of Mirdad
The Book of Wisdom
Sacred Sexuality: A Manual for Living Bliss Imagine how it feels to have the love essence of
every particle in the universe dancing with delight to re-join the love essences within your
being. This is true desire, a vibration felt in and through all things and experienced as a
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unifying force. The practice of sacred sexuality is a celebration of true desire; it deepens your
connection to the Spirit of love and awakens your body to become as passionate and alive as
God originally intended. This book deals with everything imaginable about sexexpanding one's
consciousness through sexualityand combining the practical benefits of both Tantric and Taoist
perspectives and practices. I recommend Sacred Sexuality to my own students and readers.
-Master Mantak Chia, author Taoist Secrets of Love an excellent overview of the tantric sexual
practicesthe first book in 20 years that I could whole-heartedly recommend. It should be on
every tantric bookshelf. -David A. Ramsdale, author Sexual Energy Ecstasy About Michael
Mirdad Dr. Michael Mirdad, a Master Teacher/Author, has an extensive background in
Psychology, Parapsychology & Metaphysics.He has worked as a Healer and Counselor to
individuals & couples for over 20 years.Michael has also conducted thousands of classes,
lectures & workshops throughout the world on Mastery, Spirituality, Relationships, and Healing.
Dr. Mirdad is respected as one of the finest and most diverse spiritual teachers and healers of
our time.

Freedom
Mirdad
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You're Not Going Crazy Youre Just Waking Up!
This book will help you heal yourself of every kind of stress and dysfunction by tapping into the
healing powers of angels. Uniquely, the Ambika Wauters presents angels in terms of an inner
realm with a distinct spiritual hierarchy: nine levels of angels residing in the three levels of
heaven. While based on traditional theology, this system offers a thoroughly effective way for
the human mind to grasp the benevolent powers that angels can make available to all of us.
We learn how angelic forces work in the human energy system, especially the chakras, to
benefit our personal development and spiritual evolution. The Healing Power of Angels is
aimed at everyone who is fascinated and moved by the notion of angels or is interested in
making new discoveries in the realm of the spirit. It will be immensely helpful to all healers and
all those interested in understanding energy fields. The medititations, affirmations and prayers
that punctuate the book provide a practical dimension for interactive work, and there are also
profound reflections that will change the way we think about ourselves - and move us many
steps closer to spiritual understanding.

Creativity
Understand the life and teachings of Osho, one of the twentieth century’s most unusual gurus
and philosophers, in Autobiography of a Spiritually Incorrect Mystic. In 1990, Osho prepared
for his departure from the body that had served him for fifty-nine years—in the words of his
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attending physician—“as calmly as though he were packing for a weekend in the country.” Who
was this man, known as the Sex Guru, the “self-appointed bhagwan” (Rajneesh), the RollsRoyce Guru, the Rich Man’s Guru, and simply the Master? Drawn from nearly five thousand
hours of Osho’s recorded talks, this is the story of his youth and education, his life as a
professor of philosophy and years of travel teaching the importance of meditation, and the true
legacy he sought to leave behind: a religion-less religion centered on individual awareness and
responsibility and the teaching of “Zorba the Buddha,” a celebration of the whole human
being. Osho challenges readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief systems
and prejudices that limit their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has been described by
the Sunday Times of London as one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday
Mid-Day (India) as one of the ten people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who have
changed the destiny of India. Since his death in 1990, the influence of his teachings continues
to expand, reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every country of the world.

Intuition
The Osho Upanishad
This is the most popular book of Osho.
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An Introduction to Tantra and Sacred Sexuality
The Book of Mirdad, the timeless allegorical story which has touched the hearts of so many
readers, continues to show new generations how it is possible to expand one's consciousness,
to uncover God in man by dissolving man's sense of duality. Mikhail Naimy, in a similar style to
Gibran, unravels one layer after another, showing that the words of his message have
descended from some mysterious source. The book is essentially a set of question and answer
between Mirdad and his disciples, especially his chief disciple, Naronda. These dialogues
occurred during the time he was admitted as a servant in the monastery of Altar Peak, built
where Noah's Ark came to rest after the flood waters subsided. Mirdad's teachings cover all
the important life issues such as love, the master - servant relationship, creative silence,
money, the moneylender and the debtor, the cycle of time and death, repentance, old age, and
so on. The culmination, and indeed the message, is that Mirdad's own Ark is the Ark of Holy
Understanding, which will bring humankind through another deluge, greater than Noah's, when
Heaven will be revealed on Earth. Mirdad's words are the words of an enlightened Sufi master.

The Everything Creative Writing Book
From one of the greatest spiritual leaders of the twentieth century, Creativity: Unleashing the
Forces Within will inspire you to nurture your inner ideas and innovations—and apply them in
every aspect of your life. As Osho points out in this book’s foreword, historically, the creative
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person has been all but forced to rebel against the society. But nowadays, the situation has
dramatically changed. In today’s world, the ability to respond creatively to new challenges is
demanded of everybody, from corporate CEOs to “soccer moms.” Those whose toolbox for
dealing with life includes only what they have learned in the past from their parents and their
teachers are at a distinct disadvantage both in their relationships and in their careers. Making a
switch from imitative and rule-bound behavior to creative innovation and flexibility requires a
profound change in our attitudes about ourselves and our capabilities. Creativity is a handbook
for those who understand the need to bring more creativity, playfulness, and flexibility to their
lives. It’s a manual for thinking “outside the box”—and learning to live there as well. Osho
challenges readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief systems and prejudices
that limit their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has been described by the Sunday
Times of London as one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday Mid-Day
(India) as one of the ten people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who have changed
the destiny of India. Since his death in 1990, the influence of his teachings continues to
expand, reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every country of the world.

"Till We Meet "
The Book of Mirdad (Large Print 16pt)
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Based on the eleventhcentury text Seven Points of Mind Training, this book crystallizes the
message of Tibetan Budhism, teaching readers how to train the mind, awaken the heart, and
increase compassion for others.

The Night of All Souls (16pt Large Print Edition)
The definitive history of a powerful family dynasty who dominated Europe for centuries -- from
their rise to power to their eventual downfall. Habsburgs ruled much of Europe for centuries.
From modest origins as minor German nobles, the family used fabricated documents, invented
genealogies, savvy marriages, and military conquest on their improbable ascent, becoming the
continent's most powerful dynasty. By the mid-fifteenth century, the Habsburgs controlled of
the Holy Roman Empire, and by the early sixteenth century, their lands stretched across the
continent and far beyond it. But in 1918, at the end of the Great War, the final remnant of their
empire was gone. In The Habsburgs, historian Martyn Rady tells the epic story of the
Habsburg dynasty and the world it built -- and then lost -- over nearly a millennium, placing it in
its European and global contexts. Beginning in the Middle Ages, the Habsburgs expanded from
Swabia across southern Germany to Austria through forgery and good fortune. By the time a
Habsburg duke was crowned as Holy Roman Emperor Frederick III in 1452, he and his clan
already held fast to the imperial vision distilled in its AEIOU motto: Austriae est imperare orbi
universe, "Austria is destined to rule the world." Maintaining their grip on the imperial
succession of the Holy Roman Empire for centuries, the Habsburgs extended their power into
Italy, Spain, the New World, and the Pacific, a dominion that Charles V called "the empire on
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which the sun never sets." They then weathered centuries of religious warfare, revolution, and
transformation, including the loss of their Spanish empire in 1700 and the dissolution of the
Holy Roman Empire in 1806. In 1867, the Habsburgs fatefully consolidated their remaining
lands the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary, setting in motion a chain of events that would end
with the 1914 assassination of the Habsburg heir presumptive Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo,
World War I, and the end of the Habsburg era. Their demise was ignominious, and historians
often depict the Habsburgs as leaders of a ramshackle, collapsing empire at Europe's margins.
But in The Habsburgs, Rady reveals how they saw themselves -- as destined to rule the world,
not through mere territorial conquest, but as defenders of Christian civilization and the Roman
Catholic Church, guarantors of peace and harmony, and patrons of science and learning.
Lively and authoritative, The Habsburgs is the engrossing definitive history of the remarkable
dynasty that forever changed Europe and the world.

Kahlil Gibran
Discover your own deep well of wisdom in Intuition: Knowing Beyond Logic—from one of the
greatest spiritual teachers of the twentieth century. Intuition deals with the difference between
the intellectual, logical mind and the more encompassing realm of spirit. Logic is how the mind
knows reality, intuition is how the spirit experiences reality. Osho’s discussion of these matters
is wonderfully lucid, occasionally funny, and thoroughly engrossing. All people have a natural
capacity for intuition, but often social conditioning and formal education work against it. People
are taught to ignore their instincts rather than to understand and use them as a foundation for
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individual growth and development—and in the process they undermine the very roots of the
innate wisdom that is meant to flower into intuition. In this volume, Osho pinpoints exactly what
intuition is and gives guidelines for how to identify its functioning in others and ourselves. You
will learn to distinguish between genuine intuitive insight and the “wishful thinking” that can
often lead to mistaken choices and unwanted consequences. Includes many specific exercises
and meditations designed to nourish and support each individual’s natural intuitive gifts. Osho
challenges readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief systems and prejudices
that limit their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has been described by the Sunday
Times of London as one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday Mid-Day
(India) as one of the ten people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who have changed
the destiny of India. Since his death in 1990, the influence of his teachings continues to
expand, reaching seekers of all ages in virtually every country of the world.

Mirdad; Mikhail Naimy's Famous Work "The Book of Mirdad" Made Into a
Play in Three Acts
"Love & Forgiveness are at the heart of every spiritual, philosophical, and soul-centered
psychological teaching. And yet, the true meaning and application of love and forgiveness still
somehow eludes us. The Book of Love and Forgiveness offers a clear, concise, yet deep
understanding of Love, Judgment, and Forgiveness which releases us from judgment and all of
its harmful effects"--Amazon.com.
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Sacred Sexuality
This book explains why the challenges in your life (and in your heart) may make you feel as
though you are going crazy. The Five Stages of the Soul Transformation Process guides you
through such challenges and leads you to the light at the end of the tunnel; wherein you gain a
new perspective of your life, yourself, and your purpose. The soul transformation process
includes: dismantling, emptiness, disorientation, re-building, and a new life. This process
assists you in rising to new levels of spiritual mastery where you become an active participant
in re-building a new life, a life that resonates with your highest good. Forward written by Gary
Renard, author of, The Disappearance of the Universe.

The Secret of Secrets
"This incredible book will assist you on the path to wholeness, and help you live a life of
balance and peace. Michael Mirdad helps us see life's lessons and tests as true 'initiations' that
can help us open our hearts to connect on a deeper and more meaningful level with God.. As
this happens we move closer to a more spiritual and enlightened life. The seven basic
initiations involve different parts of ourselves from our bodies, minds, emotions and spirit. This
book is not only to be read, but experienced. The message is to take those triumphs and
tragedies of life and use them as pavers to continue to build our road to peace and happiness."
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Books I Have Loved
With wisdom, compassion, and gentle humor, Parker J. Palmer invites us to listen to the inner
teacher and follow its leadings toward a sense of meaning and purpose. Telling stories from
his own life and the lives of others who have made a difference, he shares insights gained from
darkness and depression as well as fulfillment and joy, illuminating a pathway toward vocation
for all who seek the true calling of their lives.

Mirdad
'Millions of people have tried to write books so that they can express the inexpressible, but they
have utterly failed. I know only one book, The Book of Mirdad, which has not failed; and if you
cannot get to the very essence of it, it will be your failure, not his.' Osho The Book of Mirdad,
the timeless allegorical story which has touched the hearts of so many readers, continues to
show new generations how it is possible to expand one's consciousness, to uncover God in
man by dissolving man's sense of duality. Mikhail Naimy, in a similar style to Gibran, unravels
one layer after another, showing that the words of his message have descended from some
mysterious source. The book is essentially a set of question and answer between Mirdad and
his disciples, especially his chief disciple, Naronda. These dialogues occurred during the time
he was admitted as a servant in the monastery of Altar Peak, built where Noah's Ark came to
rest after the flood waters subsided. Mirdad's teachings cover all the important life issues such
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as love, the master-servant relationship, creative silence, money, the moneylender and the
debtor, the cycle of time and death, repentance, old age, and so on. The culmination, and
indeed the message, is that Mirdad's own Ark is the Ark of Holy Understanding, which will bring
humankind through another deluge, greater than Noah's, when Heaven will be revealed on
Earth. Mirdad's words are the words of an enlightened Sufi master.

Let Your Life Speak
Now considered a classic among readers interested in Tibetan Buddhism and pilgrimages of
the spirit of all kinds, A Journey in Ladakh is Andrew Harvey's spiritual travelogue of his
arduous journey to one of the most remote parts of the world--the highest, least populated
region in India, cut off by snow for six months each year. Buddhists have meditated in the
mountains of Ladakh since three centuries before Christ, and it is there that the purest form of
Tibetan Buddhism is still practiced today.

The Book of Mirdad
You have the incredible potential to be, do, and receive whatever you desire, imagine, and
truly believe. Unfortunately, only a small number of people achieve their full human potential,
because they fail to recognize and harness the infinite power of the subconscious mind—the
divinity within them and around them. Meditations & Affirmations will show you how to create
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your own new reality through desire, imagination, and belief.

Things I Would Like to Do with You
Learn how to set yourself free with the philosophies of one of the twentieth century’s greatest
spiritual teachers in Freedom: The Courage to Be Yourself. In Freedom, Osho outlines three
stages of freedom. The first is “freedom from,” which is a freedom that comes from breaking
out of what he calls the “psychological slavery” imposed by outside forces such as parents,
society, or religion. The next stage is “freedom for,” a positive freedom that comes from
embracing and creating something—a fulfilling relationship, for example, or an artistic or
humanitarian vision. And lastly there is “just freedom,” the highest and ultimate freedom. This
last freedom is more than being for or against something; it is the freedom of simply being
oneself and responding truthfully to each moment. This book helps readers to identify the
obstacles to their freedom, both circumstantial and self-imposed, to choose their battles wisely,
and to find the courage to be true to themselves. Osho challenges readers to examine and
break free of the conditioned belief systems and prejudices that limit their capacity to enjoy life
in all its richness. He has been described by the Sunday Times of London as one of the “1000
Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday Mid-Day (India) as one of the ten people—along
with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who have changed the destiny of India. Since his death in
1990, the influence of his teachings continues to expand, reaching seekers of all ages in
virtually every country of the world.
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The Healing Power of Angels: How They Guide and Protect Us
In this unique series of discourses Osho unravels the ancient text, The Secret of the Golden
Flowers, which he describes as a synthesis of all the great religions - the essence of Taoism.
More than 2,500 years old, this remarkable text continues to be as relevant today as it was to
its contemporaries. Osho interprets it as the core of all religions and spiritual paths - a strippedback ideal where spiritual seekers around the world are placing themselves now. The Secret of
the Golden Flower belongs to no one in particular - it belongs to us all. The Secrets of Secrets
is a timeless collection of Osho's talks on The Secret of the Golden Flower. Osho demystifies
all the important terms used by the Chinese mystic Lu Tsu, and shares his meditation
exercises. He also outlines the qualities of animus and anima - our male and female energies as delineated by Lu Tsu, and explains the importance of their relationships inside each of us.
The book includes many valuable techniques and gives specific instructions on the Taoist
Golden light meditation - to harmonize the male and female elements and transmute sexual
energy.

The Dark Night of the Soul
Fame, Fortune, and Ambition
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Pothi Mirdad
Reproduction of the original: The Book of Khalid by Ameen Rihani

Meditations & Affirmations
How do you find your original self? Osho perceives man as becoming increasingly alienated
from his inner self, gradually losing his natural innocence and creativity in the mindless quest
for worldly power and success. To appear strong, the average man suppresses his innate
qualities of love and compassion. For Osho, the ideal man is Zorba, the Buddha—a perfect
blend of matter and soul. This seamless collection of discourses takes the reader through the
various stages of man’s evolution: from Adam to Slave, Son, Homosexual, Priest and
Politician, until he attains the pinnacle of his consciousness as the Rebel or Zorba. Sparkling
with anecdotes and enriched with brilliant repartee, The Book of Man is a remarkable blend of
wisdom and wit.

Visions of Heaven and Hell
Many people can write. But writing well enough to get published takes hours of practice, the
ability to take criticism, and expert advice. Filled with stories and tips from published authors,
this easy-to-use guide teaches you the basics of the writing craft. Whether you want to create
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poems or plays, children's books or online blogs, romance novels or a memoir, you'll learn to
write more effectively and creatively. Published author, editor, and PR consultant Wendy BurtThomas covers all aspects of writing, including how to: Prepare to write, from planning to
research to organization Properly structure your piece to fit your chosen genre Stay focused
during the drafting and editing processes Work with other authors Overcome writer's block
Market your writing

A Journey in Ladakh
Autobiography of a Spiritually Incorrect Mystic
The Habsburgs
The Book of Khalid
In this highly entertaining novel, Edith Wharton is variously reimagined: as a host in the
afterlife, a historical figure in a modern novella, and as an elusive presence in the pages of her
own writing. But when a lifelong secret is exposed, it's almost too shocking to be true.
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Iron Curtain
The Complete Works of Kahlil Gibran
Extemporaneous talks given by the author to disciples and friends in Bombay.

The Book of Love and Forgiveness
When the wicked have traveled a course of sin, and discover they have reason to fear the
God;s judgement and wrath for their sins, they begin to wish there is no God to punish them,
then by degrees they persuade themselves there is no God, and then they set themselves to
study the arguments to support their opinion. This excellent book by John Bunyan covers the
subject matter of the existence of heaven and hell as well as studies and dispells the
arguments presented by sinners who argue there is no heaven and hell. Most do not know that
Bunyan wrote some 60 books, and poetry too. And also almost a well-kept secret is that his
doctrine was so biblically laced that many good men would call him too severe. He believed in,
and taught, ALL the doctrines of grace, including double-predestination, or reprobation. Why
then is he not smeared with the name of hyper-Calvinist like Goodwin, Gill, and others? I guess
the same people ought to call Luther a hyper-Lutheran, for he believed and taught it, too. Why
begin a review of Bunyan's writings with such a view of his doctrine? It is to show that a
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Pilgrim's Progress can come only from someone who believes and teaches ALL the counsel of
God, without flinching, yea, with loving-kindness. Illegally, He sat in a jail cell over a river for 12
years with his Bible, Galatians by Luther, and another book or two. He had the choice of
feeling miserable and murmuring, or of filling his time, thoughts, and energies with studying
that Bible, and seeking a way to be of help to his more comfortable, but less dedicated,
brothers and sisters. Listen, dear saints, you can't do any better than reading Bunyan. Like
Gurnall, he covers everything here and there, and with a sweetness that can come only from
God. What a shame that his large heart should be encased in such small print. But, like digging
gold, it is worth the time and trouble to dig spiritual gold. Bunyan (1628-1688) rose from an
humble beginning to being a preacher to a little house church, to 12 years in jail because he
would not agree to quit preaching, to a huge church in London. He wrote 66 books, nearly all
while in jail.

The Seven Initiations on the Spiritual Path
“I want you to be rich in every possible way – material, psychological, spiritual. I want you to
live the richest life that has ever been lived on the earth.”--Osho The Osho Life Essentials
series focuses on the most important questions in the life of the individual. Each volume
contains timeless and always-contemporary investigations and discussions into questions vital
to our personal search for meaning and purpose, focusing on questions specific to our inner
life and quality of existence. Fame, Fortune, and Ambition examines the symptoms and
psychology of preoccupations with money and celebrity. Where does greed come from? Do
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values like competitiveness and ambition have a place in bringing innovation and positive
change? Why do celebrities and the wealthy seem to have so much influence in the world? Is it
true that money can’t buy happiness? These questions are tackled with a perspective that is
thought-provoking, surprising--and particularly relevant to our troubled economic times. Fame,
Fortune, and Ambition includes an original talk by Osho on DVD. This visual component
enables the reader to experience the direct wisdom and humor of Osho straight from the
source.

Book of Man
An Introduction to Tantra and Sacred Sexuality offers insights into how to awaken and
experience your sensual self, moment-by-moment. This book is exciting and enticing, as well
as, powerful and healing. You do not have to be in a relationship to enjoy, explore, and apply
sacred sexuality. Sacred sexuality opens you to experiencing levels of ecstatic bliss and
unconditional love and, most importantly, bringing these experiences into your daily life.
Ultimately, it opens you to living bliss, not just feeling it. This ecstatic vibration translates into
consistently feeling unconditional love for all people and things. Michael Mirdad wisely
integrates both Tantric and Taoist perspectives and practices in the loving, passionate, and
respectful framework of sacred sexuality.

The Authenticity of the Tradition Literature
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